
FLAVORS
Root Beer Birch Beer Black Cherry

Diet Root Beer Creamy Red Birch Citrus Twist
Cola White Birch Cranberry Raspberry

Sarsaparilla Blueberry Birch Grape Smoothie
Blackberry Cream Ginger Beer Honey Pear

Orange Cream Cider Ginger Beer
Strawberry Cream Apple Ginger Ale

Vanilla Cream Pumpkin Spice (seasonal)

your favorite craft sodas, made and served the proper way

See reverse for other great pinpoint-carbonated See reverse for other great pinpoint-carbonated 
beverages available by Reading Soda Works >>beverages available by Reading Soda Works >>

We believe soda should remain true to its roots and be made with 
a few ingredients- water, pure cane sugar, and good flavors with no 
additives.  That’s why we handcraft delicious flavors packaged in 
glass bottles, using machinery as tried and true as the process 
itself.  These classic sodas have a true “old-fashioned” feel 
combined with a P.A. Dutch taste that many appreciate 
and love.  Operating since 1921, the business 
has continued making soda as it should be made.

Our sodas undergo a slow carbonation process before bottling.  
Unlike many large soda manufacturers that flash carbonate, 
Reading Draft sodas contain a unique pinpoint carbonation
 that is absorbed slowly and persists longer, leading way to 
smaller bubbles that give a smoother mouthfeel and more 

pleasant taste. R.D. is one of the few sodas on the market
 that employs this carbonation technique, revealing 

velvety flavors in lieu of excessive carbonation.

caffeine free pure cane sugar



order yours today order yours today 

Sparkling Botanical SerieS 

a So-fizz-ticated and remarkable pairing of natural fruit flavoring and herbal essence.  
Low in calories and sugar (35 cal, 10g sugar), they're excellent by themselves or serve as

perfect mixers.  The botanical distillates featured in these crisp beverages are sourced from 
a local certified organic farm in Pennsylvania.  These trendy beverages have just the right 

mix of flavor and a tinge of sweetness.

reLy on QuaLityreLy on QuaLity

pinpoint SeltzerS

Calorie free shouldn't mean a compromise on flavor.  
Not your typical sparkling water, these smooth and 

refreshing seltzers are enjoyed by many.

Cucumber Watermelon, Mango Lime,
Blueberry Lemon, Mandarin

Strawberry Mint Lemongrass, Herbal Berry, Peach Basil, Blueberry Lavender


